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ALSO INSIDE:
Spring from the Inside
By Paulette Risher
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Understanding Your
Homeowner's Policy
By Todd Powers
Helping With Post
Pandemic Depression
By Makalya Melvin

Overcoming
Challenges to
Find Success,
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The Starlin
Family

Back: Josh Starlin
and Kristian Starlin
Front: Kynslee Starlin
and Ivan

Photo by Mandi Cook Photography

CALENDAR OF Events
Sat., May 7
Ditto Cleanup Day
@Ditto Landing,
23 Ditto Landing Rd, Huntsville
Meet at the Ditto Store/Fuel Dock and
join the Southeast Family YMCA members, Huntsville City Council President
Pro Tem Jennie Robinson, and the
Ditto Landing community to together
in a work day at Ditto Landing. There
will be fun and fellowship too.
Time: 8am-Noon
Cost: free
bev.capps@ymcahuntsville.org
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Tues., May 10
Giovanni De Chiaro
Scholarship Fundraiser Concert
@4217 9th Ave SW., 35749
An exclusive performance by a world
renowned classical guitarist, benefit
concert for Huntsville College Preparatory School.
monique.griffin@huntsvilleachievement.
com

drop-in-create
Now Until Sept. 3, 2022
Stickwork by Patrick Dougherty
@Huntsville Botanical Garden
A novel art form of massive scale built
from local sapling branches. Come
explore this giant structure that twists
and turns in the garden.
Time: 9am-5pm, Sun., 11am-5pm
Cost: Admission charged
Details at: www.hsvbg.org/stickwork
FARMERS MARKETS:
Open air markets for fresh, locally-grown
produce, herbs, flowers, meat and eggs. Additionally, artisans, musicians, cooks and other
special events. Visit each market's website to
learn more. Certain Holidays will see the markets closed. Cost is free to browse.
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Fertilization and Weed

Proudly Servicing the

North Alabama Area!

Sundays until Nov. 13, '22
Market at Midcity
@The Camp 5909 University Drive,
35806
Time: 1-5pm
www.explorethecamp.com/market
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@Lowe Mill Arts & Entertainment
Licensed, Professional Technicians
Sanctuary
Huntsville's
MakerSpace
Fertilization and Weed Control • Insect and Grub Control • Core Aeration • Free Service Calls • 100% Satisfaction Guarantee • Licensed, Professional Technicians
2211 Seminole Dr., 35805
@Sanctuary Huntsville,
Time: 11am-4pm
3305 Governors Dr SW, 35805
www.lowemill.art/outdoor-market
Sanctuary Huntsville has introduced a
Maker Marketplace for people to sell
At the time this magazine went to
their creations and handcrafted items.
print, all event times and locations
Time: 10am - 3pm
for the following events were
Cost: No Admission charged
accurate, but please check event
www.sanctuaryhsv.com/marketplace
websites for the most current
information.
Some events may have
Select Saturdays
been
postponed
or canceled.
Create Saturdays
@The Huntsville Museum of Art
Families and children are invited to
participate in interactive art making
geared for families with children ages 3
and up. Reservations are required, on a
first come, first served basis.
Cost: Free
Time: 11AM and 1PM
For more information visit:
www.hsvmuseum.org/academy/
Control • Insect and Grub
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If the old adage holds
“April Showers Bring
May Flowers” our gardens and yards will be in
for a wonderful year.

Our feature article this
month is the Starlin family. As you read their story, you will find out they
are unique and truly committed to each other.
We are thrilled to announce that we have
formed a partnership with
the Rocket City Trash
Pandas. Each month through September we will feature a story
about them.
On June 4th Lowe Mill will feature the annual Cigar Box Guitar
Festival. Huntsville’s own Microwave Dave will be the headliner. If you have never been to a Cigar Box Guitar Festival, it
is a sight to behold. The guitars are made from cigar boxes and
have a sound all to their own. Sign up for their mailing list www.
cigarboxguitarfestival.com to stay in the loop about the 18th Annual Cigar Box Guitar Festival. There is also a Cigar Box Guitar
store inside Lowe Mill where lessons are given and the cigar box
guitars are made.
We want to welcome BritFit, Tave Weddings and Events, Dryer
Vent Squad of Huntsville, Senior Placement Services and Pool
Scouts of Huntsville to South Huntsville Neighbors. You will
find their articles in this month’s issue.
Please visit our sponsors. They are small businesses that are the
lifeblood of the Huntsville economy.
Don’t forget to like us on Facebook.
Stay well, and see you next month,

Suzanne and Bob

Dr. Charles Lee, MD
Regenesis Stem Cell Center
(256) 715-8193
www.regenesisstemcell.com
To learn more about becoming an expert contributor,
or sponsorship, contact Bob Druckman at
bdruckman@bestversionmedia.com or phone 256-714- 5155.
Any content, resident submissions, guest columns, advertisements and
advertorials are not necessarily endorsed by or represent the views of
Best Version Media (BVM) or any municipality, homeowners associations,
businesses or organizations that this publication serves. BVM is not
responsible for the reliability, suitability or timeliness of any content
submitted. All content submitted is done so at the sole discretion of the
submitting party. © 2022 Best Version Media. All rights reserved.

– South Huntsville Neighbors
bestversionmedia.com
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COMMUNITY LEADERS
Spring in South Huntsville
By Katie Bosarge Patterson, Executive Director South
Huntsville Main Business Association
Spring has arrived in South Huntsville! We are
ready for the sunshine and warmer temperatures
that come with this time of year, but we know that
summer is just around the corner so let’s spend
some time together outside! This is the perfect time of year to enjoy
a hike on the Nature Trail on Green Mountain or take a walk along
one of South Huntsville’s numerous Greenways.
As May begins, we celebrate our mothers on Mother’s Day. From
a family brunch to gifts made with love, we honor all our mothers!
As you search for that perfect gift for Mom, remember to visit the
many small businesses in South Huntsville. From something sweet
to eat to something she will treasure forever, we have what you
need right here. Be on the lookout for our Mother’s Day Shopping
Guide to help you pick out that special gift for Mom.
On May 21st we will bring back the Rosie’s Spring Festival in
Rosie’s Plaza. The Spring Festival is a special family event for
everyone to enjoy Rosie’s Plaza and a festive atmosphere with
all the businesses on site. The Grissom Jazz Band will be there to
entertain shoppers as they make their way to each of the shops.
We will have balloons, face painting, and snow cones for the kids
and wonderful door prizes and food samples for the adults. It will
be a fun day for everyone! Make plans to join us from 11am to
2pm at Rosie’s Plaza!

“Cultivating Truth,Goodness and Beauty”
3910 A Spring Ave, Decatur, AL 35603

256.353.6543
www.saintanndecatur.org
BRANDI LUMLEY -Principal
principal@saintanndecatur.org
"CELEBRATING OVER 60 YEARS"

Lymphatic Drainage Specialists
of North Alabama
Annie Ogle, LMT #2218
Lymphatic Drainage Specialist

910 Merchant’s Walk, Huntsville, Alabama

931.638.6116

arogle@gmail.com

June brings Father’s Day and the official beginning of summer!
Now that school is out and the days have slowed down, we look
forward to the lazy days of Summer in South Huntsville. We are
working on several fun events, so stay tuned and keep an eye on our
Facebook page and website for updates!
About South Huntsville Main Business Association
The South Huntsville Main Business Association supports, promotes, and advocates for businesses in South Huntsville. We are
dedicated to developing and maintaining a healthy, thriving business climate in South Huntsville by supporting existing businesses
and attracting new businesses.
We work hand-in-hand with South Huntsville businesses, the City
of Huntsville, and community stakeholders to enhance the quality
of life for South Huntsville residents. In 2018, we became a Main
Street Alabama designated community. The Main Street Alabama
designation gives South Huntsville many of the tools it needs to
revitalize and thrive.
The South Huntsville Main Business Association gives members
the opportunity to connect, network, grow, and share ideas to make
South Huntsville a great place to do business. We serve as a central point of connection between the City of Huntsville and South
Huntsville businesses.

www.lymphaticdrainagespecialistsofnorthalabama.com
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Spring from the Inside:

Growing Greater Well-Being
By Major General U.S. Army (RET) Paulette Risher, President/CEO, Still Serving Veterans
As the vibrant, abundant, and live-affirming Spring emerges here in North Alabama, we turn to cleaning, planning, and planting. Life emerges and we shake off
the damp grayness of winter – at least we try to. However, all too often we find
ourselves going through the motions while feeling that we are missing something
in our lives. We lack joy or feel disconnected from ourselves, others, and the Creator. We struggle to find meaning, purpose, and fulfillment. And we find ourselves
ruminating about the past, worrying about the future, and berating ourselves for
falling short of someone else’s opinion about what we should do or be.

listen
to your
own
voice!

This bias to negativity is our biological heritage, but not our destiny. As author
Rick Hanson says, “our bodies were designed to keep us safe, not happy.” According to the National Science Foundation we think 12,000 to 60,000 thoughts
per day, 80% of which are negative. Dr. Ethan Kross observes that our inner voice
chatters away during 50% of our waking hours, and 33-50% of that time is spent
reliving the past or projecting into the future. So much of our self-dialogue is
mean-spirited and critical. We talk to ourselves in a way that we would never talk
to a friend. We lack self-compassion.
What can we do to intentionally improve our sense of well-being? First, we
have to believe that we can be happier and fortunately, the work of Dr. Sonya
Lyubomirsky provides insight on how we can do just that. Her research suggests
that about 50% of our happiness is determined by a genetic setpoint, while about
10% is situational. The remaining 40% can be influenced by our actions and that
is great news!
There is strong research from the areas of positive psychology and neuroscience
that can help point the way to greater well-being. As someone who is personally
committed to this work and likewise to assisting others, I would like to offer three
steps and three practices to help in this endeavor.
The first step is what I call “getting off the rat wheel” of over-programmed lives
and creating time and space for quiet reflection. Take a deep breath and relax.
Speak kindly to yourself. Get your ideas onto paper or electrons.
Second, “listen to your own voice.” Make this private, personal work. Don’t share
prematurely. Seek advice judicially. Set aside the din of social media and “experts.”
Finally, “be not afraid.” We have a choice of either accepting the biological default or hunkering down, fearful, negative, reactive, and isolated or we can seek
and claim our own well-being and happiness.
Three broad and interrelated approaches that have been shown to be beneficial in
creating greater well-being are the practices of gratitude, mindfulness, and selfcompassion. I would encourage you to spend some time reading and exploring
these topics online. Three sources which I have found particularly helpful are
Mindful Magazine, the Calm app, and Dr. Kristin Neff’s book: Self-Compassion:
The Proven Power of Being Kind to Yourself.
While with some intentional investment of time, tending and care, we can increase
our well-being and quality of life, there may be times when we need professional
help. This self-awareness is a sign of strength – take action!

bestversionmedia.com
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Why I Am Proud to Call South Huntsville Home

By James Brown, Senior Vice President and Chief Risk Officer for Progress Bank and Community Advocate
Approximately 38 years ago, my wife and I made a life changing
decision. We had a two-year-old son and a daughter on the way.
After many rides through neighborhoods in the city, researching
and discussing schools, looking at housing in various areas, and
lots of prayer, we made the decision to move to South Huntsville.
It’s a decision we have never regretted.
At that time, the two primary factors in the decision were the quality of the public schools and the availability and pricing of housing. After all these years, I continue to meet many young families
that have made the same decision and these factors continue to be
a primary part of their analysis.
Even though there have been many changes to the area since my
family moved to South Huntsville, it continues to be a wonderful place to live and raise a family. Today the area is seeing a
wonderful growth spurt with new housing, new shopping, new
commercial space and the continued growth in the Hampton Cove
area as well.
Huntsville and Madison County’s growth continues to stress the
current inventory of homes and apartments. Growth is good for

COMPLETE HANDYMAN SERVICE
ESTIMATES
PROVIDED

BBB Certified

Berkley Services Company Inc.
Office: 256.585.3206
berkleyservicesco@gmail.com
berkleyservicesco.com

“I really appreciate
Berkley Services for
responding to my call quickly. My gutters were falling
off my house. Berkley completed the work in 1 day and
even called the next day
to make sure all was well.
Me being a 90 year old lady
with no help to speak of really appreciate Berkley. I feel
I can call them for anything”
- D SLAUGHTER

our county, city, and our quality of life. Builders and developers
are busy trying to meet the needs with new housing and South
Huntsville is included in this activity. The largest development
underway is the Hays Farmland. According to their website, this
development will have over 500 new single-family homes and
600 multifamily units. Lendon, located in Jones Valley, is expected to have as many as 250 new homes.
In addition to housing, both Lendon and the Hays Farm developments are constructing new retail and commercial office space.
Combined these two developments will bring over 200,000
square feet of commercial space to South Huntsville. Valley Bend
(Target) shopping center continues to bring new shopping to the
area. Did any of you wait in line for the opening of Home Goods?
We also continue to see new restaurants and retail come to South
Huntsville and South Huntsville is “hungry” (pun intended) for
these new locations. Does anyone remember the lines on the Parkway to get into Whataburger?
Our South Huntsville schools continue to be a drawing factor
for families. Many of the public schools in in South Huntsville
are blue ribbon schools. The National Blue-Ribbon Schools Program recognizes public and private elementary, middle, and high
schools based on their overall academic excellence or their progress in closing achievement gaps among student subgroups. In
addition, South Huntsville is home to several well-respected private schools such as Whitesburg Christian Academy, Holy Spirit,
Grace Lutheran, Randolph, and the Montessori School.
What South Huntsville offers in addition to new housing, great
schools, and plenty of shopping, is a wonderful quality of life.
Neighborhood parks abound where your kids can play, have a
family picnic, walk the family dog, or just enjoy being outside
and read a book. Youth sports parks allow our kids to participate
in sports year-round. We have greenways to walk or bicycle, a
wonderful complex at the Sandra Moon facility on Bailey Cove
with new state-of-the-art library, performing arts center and outdoor recreation. The Tennessee River and Ditto Marina is nearby
for those who want boating access. We have churches and synagogues that are active in our community, representing all faiths.
There are also two of the finest country clubs in the State located
in South Huntsville for those who love to golf.
Lastly, and most importantly to me, it’s the people of South Huntsville who are the “icing on the cake.” I have found them to be
friendly, intelligent, engaged, active, concerned, helpful, compassionate, loving, and loyal. Our family has made life-long friendships that we cherish. The future of South Huntsville is looking
bright. I am proud to call South Huntsville “HOME”.
About the Author: James Brown is a longtime resident and community advocate for South Huntsville. He is a Senior Vice President and Chief Risk Officer for Progress Bank and a current candidate for District 20, Alabama House of Representatives.
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TAVÈ Weddings and Events
By Natasha V. Verkest, Owner Tave Weddings and Events
I am a Professional Wedding Planner™ and have been in the Wedding Industry for over 15 years. I am proud to be a Woman Owned
and Veteran Owned Business. I served 10 years in the US Army
and my husband Adam retired after 20 years of Service. I came to
Huntsville by way of the Military eight years ago. We have two
beautiful children in college. My son is attending his first year at the
University of North Alabama and my daughter is in her junior year
at Birmingham Southern College.
What Does a Professional Wedding and Event Planner do?
I do everything from planning the style and logistics involved in
your event to ensuring every detail you envisioned is present. I not
only set up the Event Space, but also function as the Client’s liaison between the multiple Wedding and Event Professionals hired
to ensure their Event is stress-free so they can ultimately feel like a
Guest at their Event.
How Did You Get into Wedding Planning?
I earned my Culinary Arts Diploma and Specialized as a Pastry
Chef. I first entered the Wedding Industry by making Wedding
Cakes. After meeting with several couples to design their Wedding
Cakes, I somehow agreed to Design their entire Wedding on top of
baking a four-tiered Confectionery Masterpiece! Word got out that
I was a Jill of All Trades and I found myself doing more Wedding
Planning than baking cakes. I decided to pursue Wedding Planning
Full time earning a Diploma as a Professional Wedding Planner™.
I wanted to make sure I was as well rounded and inclusive as Possible. I am Certified and Accredited to Coordinate multi-cultural
Weddings, Destination Weddings and Events at Sandals and Beaches Resorts in the Caribbean, a Certified Autism Travel Specialist,
Military Event Protocols, LGBTQ+ Weddings, Bar and Bat Mitzvahs. Quinceañeras and Quinceañeros, Floral Design and Green
and Sustainable Events.
What Are the First Things A Couple Should Do Once They
Get Engaged?
Do you mean besides hire me? The first step should be to set a budget and stick to it! You would be surprised how quickly wedding
elements add up from the moment you announce you have decided
to get married. Having a set amount of money you plan to spend on
your Wedding will help prioritize essentials and prevent excessive
spending on unnecessary items. The second step in the Planning
Process should be creating a Guest List. This can be a daunting
task that can create some stress and challenges, but if you follow
this formula, it can be a smooth and fun part of the process. There
should be four lists:
1.

The Bride’s List

2.

The Groom’s List

3.

The Parent’s of the Bride

4.

The Parents of the Groom

Each person’s List should contain no more than agreed amount
(ie. 25 persons). This will give each person a fair amount of their
desired Guests. The third step should be to set a date. You cannot
decide on a Venue if you do not have a date to check the availability of.

REVIEWS
“Nastasha is GREAT to work with. She turned a bland
"industrial" facility into a party atmosphere. Top notch
planning and event support!”
Chuck Nickey Event on: 05/15/2015
Rating 5 out of 5
5.0
“Nastasha, of TAVÈ Weddings & Events, was an AMAZING wedding planner! She helped take care of so many
things, things that I didn't even know to think of, that I
could not have done it all. She did so with SO much enthusiasm and a passion for all things weddings & events. She
was there every step of the way. On our big day, I was SO
sick with the flu. We had a little hiccup (I think!) with the
musicians, but she fixed it all up and I was none-the-wiser
and she ensured our guests; worth everything to have her
by your side to plan your big event. I wouldn't hesitate hiring her again for any important event in my life. Had a
splendid time.”
Isabel F. Married on 09/05/2009
Rating 5 out of 5
5.0

Creating A Unique,
Memorable and
Stress-Free Experience

Nastasha V Verkest
Certified Professional Wedding Planner
EVENT PLANNING AND DESIGN

taveweddingandevents.com
256-617-9506 • weddingbellsnv@yahoo.com

bestversionmedia.com
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AT HOME
Understanding Your Homeowner’s Policy
By Todd Powers, Alfa Agent South Huntsville

You have just purchased the home of your dreams . . . now what?
You want to make sure you protect your largest investment while
also safeguarding the smaller things. Your first step is understanding your policy1.
Alfa’s homeowner policy2 is a package policy, meaning there is
coverage for property damage and liability coverage. There are a
few losses, such as flood and earthquake, which are not covered under your typical homeowner’s policy. While these are not covered
by your base policy, separate policies may be purchased for these
coverages.
The base homeowner policy provides coverage for the following:
Main Dwelling Structure – The house you have worked so hard
to make a home. This provides coverage to repair or rebuild your
home in the event of a covered loss depending on the type of policy
purchased.
Other Structures – It is very common to have structures on the
property that are not permanently attached to the main dwelling. Do
you have an outbuilding to store your lawn equipment or a privacy
fence? Don’t worry, most policies automatically include up to 10%
of the value of your home for outbuildings, but we’ve got you covered if you need more.

Personal Property – What would a home be without your treasured possessions? This includes your personal belongings such as
clothing, furniture, etc. Some items, such as jewelry and firearms,
may have limited coverage.
Loss of Use – Any time you have a loss, it is unexpected and not
budgeted for; but in the event you have a covered property loss that
damages your home to the extent that it is not habitable, this coverage provides for increased additional living expenses. Imagine
the peace of mind knowing your policy helps with some of your
expenses for being displaced.
Personal Liability and Medical Payments – You want to host
family and friends in your home for fellowship and to celebrate
holidays. You make sure your property is safe and ready for your
guests, and then the unthinkable happens. One of your guests slips
and falls down your stairs and is injured. As the owner of the home,
you may be held responsible to pay for bodily injury or property
damage to others. This coverage helps protect your financial wellbeing with liability and medical payments coverage.
Our homeowner insurance products3 offer a wide variety of coverage options. Get peace of mind knowing your home is protected.
Contact your Todd Powers at 256-883-8598 or tpowers@alfainsurance.com for a free quote on your new or existing home.
1. www.alfainsurance.com/articles/8-things-about-home-insurance
2. www.alfainsurance.com/insurance/home/homeowner
3. www.alfainsurance.com/insurance/home

11317 S. Memorial Parkway, Huntsville, AL.35803

256.883.1204

www.ceramicharmony.com
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How to Love Your Home More Right Now!
By Darin Windham, Realtor, Key Finders Group RE/Max Alliance
Here’s what I mean. Our days are busy. A lot of them consist of just
getting through our to-do list, getting the kids fed, bathed, and put to
bed and maybe squeezing in 5 minutes to ourselves before making
lunches, and cleaning up the kitchen before going to bed.
But don’t miss little opportunities to love your home in the midst of
the busy. Below are some simple ideas!
1. Add a new piece of furniture to a room that feels like it’s missing something. You could also shop your home and swap a piece
from another room that better fits the space you want to finish. Do
you need a comfy chair for reading by the fireplace, a bookshelf
to store the stacks of books scattered around your living room, a
plant to add life to your space? Just fill in what’s missing.
2. Go all out for dinner! Plate your meals, use your serving dishes,
set the table, sit at the table (not in front of the TV), light some
candles, turn up the ambiance with a chill background playlist,
and take your time eating.

3. Pick one space to refresh. I don’t mean a full out renovation or
tearing out walls, but a simple update. A fresh coat of paint, rearranging the furniture, a new lamp or light fixture, updating the
rug, or adding a piece of artwork from your own camera roll.
Find a photo from your camera from a recent vacation or event
to have printed and framed.

Darin can be contacted at 256-652-9032
or darin@keyfindersgroup.com
“Happy Clients Are The Key To Our Success”

4. Make it a routine to set the scene. Think of the little things.
Light the candle while you’re watching your favorite show before bed, diffuse some lavender oil and hang eucalyptus in the
shower, turn on a good playlist or podcast while you do the
dishes or clean the house. Bring good vibes to whatever it is
you’re doing at home with the little things.

5. A clean home is guaranteed to help you love it more. Even if
it’s just picking up the clutter and wiping down the counters.
So, determine what your home needs most – quick clean or a
deep clean. Turn on a Spotify playlist you love and get to work.
When you’re all done, light a candle, pour yourself a glass of
good wine, sit down in your favorite chair and enjoy the feeling
of a squeaky-clean home.
Local Family
Owned
Business

DARIN WINDHAM
REALTOR
256.652.9032
darin@keyfindersgroup.com
www.KeyfindersGroup.com

HAPPY CLIENTS THE KEY TO OUR SUCCESS!

YOUR PATH TO LESS STRESS
“We Save You Time So You Can Spend It On What Matters Most”

Standard Cleaning, Deep Cleaning,
Move In/Move Out/ Post Renovation

We Also Clean Carpets, Pressure Wash And Clean Windows
Licensed ✦ Bonded ✦ Background Checked ✦ Drug Screen
STRESS FREE GUARANTEE - If You Don’t Like The Clean,
We Will Make It Right No Extra Charge

www.theallcleanteam.com
bestversionmedia.com

✦

256-929-0390

✦

Jeremy Sanders
Owner

office@theallcleanteam.com
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AT HOME
Meet the Dryer Vent Squad of Huntsville, AL
By Trent Iley, Owner Dryer Vent Squad of Huntsville
The Dryer Vent Squad of Huntsville, Alabama is a locally owned
and operated business in the Huntsville area founded on the principles of Dryer Vent Squad, Corp. Our team uses the latest industrial
tools to clear away lint and particle buildups in your dryer vent, and
the best materials to repair your dryer vent ductwork. With our close
attention to detail, we ensure the safety of your home from a dryer
vent-related house fire, and ensure that your dryer’s functioning is
not obstructed. We always respect your home or business like our
own, and we leave it as clean (or cleaner!) than when we arrived.
Our commitment to outstanding customer service has contributed to
our growing and reputable success, and we look forward to earning
your business by going above and beyond.
Dryer Vent Cleaning: What is it and why is it important?
Every year, U.S. fire departments respond to nearly 4,000 home
fires involving clothes dryers or washing machines, with one-third
of those emergency situations caused by homeowners not regularly
cleaning their vents. What’s more, dryer duct fires annually cause
an estimated $35 million in damages1, hundreds of injuries, and in
worst cases, death. Unfortunately, not many homeowners realize
how important it is to clean vents and lint traps on a regular basis
until a crisis strikes.
Is Expert Dryer Vent Cleaning Necessary?
Yes, yes, and yes! For starters, regular cleanings improve efficiency,
which reduces the cost of running the machine. Some industry studies have shown regular cleaning can save homeowners up to 30%
on their energy bills. On top of that, cleanings reduce ongoing maintenance costs and reduce wear and tear on the dryer, making it less
likely to break down and increasing its shelf life.
But, by far, the most important reason to professionally clean your
dryer vent is the risk of fire if the system fails. Lint, as everyone
knows, is highly flammable, and if it builds up on the vent, can
ignite from the heat of the dryer and pose a risk not only to your
home, but to your family.

How often should dryer vents be professionally cleaned?
Most industry experts say a good rule of thumb is to have dryer
exhaust vents inspected and cleaned by a professional at least once
a year. But every home and situation is different. A household that
uses its dryer often should maybe think about having inspections
every six months. This may apply to your family if you have many
kids or pets. The best thing a homeowner can do is consult a professional cleaner to find out what works best for them.
In the meantime, it’s always recommended homeowners conduct
routine maintenance and cleaning to prevent build ups, like cleaning lint traps. Some obvious signs your system needs attention are
if clothes take too long to dry, debris around the dryer hose, the vent
hood flap does not open properly, or you notice a strange burning
smell on clothes.
But, at the end of the day, professional cleaners possess the training, skills, and tools to reach areas of the system that homeowners simply can’t get to, especially in the ductworks. That’s why it’s
important to hire companies that specialize in cleaning out vents.
What happens if you don’t clean your dryer vent?
For such a quick and simple solution that’s readily available, it’s
shocking to see how many homeowners experience the adverse impacts of not professionally cleaning dryer vents.
Machines clogged with debris and lint do not operate efficiently at
full capacity. This means clothes take longer to dry, consume more
energy, and cost homeowners in the long run. What’s more, machines are forced to work harder when backed up. This will result in
the need for repairs, and in some cases, the machines break down.
And, as mentioned above, dryer vents filled with flammable materials are huge fire hazards. By calling a professional cleaner today, or
visit: www.dryerventsquad.com/schedule-service homeowners can
take the first step to making sure their family and home are safe
from one of the most dangerous fire risks in a household.

1. www.nfpa.org/-/media/Files/News-and-Research/Fire-statistics-and-reports/US-Fire-Problem/Fire-causes/oswashersdryers.pdf

DRYER VENT CLEANING • DRYER VENT REPAIR
DRYER VENT REROUTING • AIRFLOW MEASUREMENT
✔ Committed To Outstanding
Customer Service.
✔ We Leave Your House As Clean
As When We Arrive
✔ Our Team is Fast, Efficient,
and Always On Time.
Locally Owned and Operated

Huntsville@dryerventsquad.com
Need More Info Call Trent Iley @ 256-715-2030
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AT HOME
Pool Scouts of Huntsville:

Restoring Your Pool For Fun In The Sun

By Ron Hicks General Manager
Pool Scouts of Huntsville

It's Spring and what's fun about spring is the blooming of flowers, sunny days over 60
degrees, and water fun. I want to introduce you to a new franchise in our beloved city
of Huntsville, AL. In 2021, Rocket City welcomed Pool Scouts of Huntsville. It’s time
to get ready for the spring, and Pool Scouts of Huntsville is prepared to turn your green
pools blue. Whether you are relaxing in a fresh or saltwater pool, Pool Scouts has the
remedy for restoring your pool for fun in the sun.
Pool Scouts Corporation opened in 2012, headquartered in Virginia, with affiliates located in over 100 territories across the United States. Pool Scouts of Huntsville is a
local veteran-owned franchise serving as the #1 provider of professional cleaning and
pool service maintenance with their motto of PERFECT POOLS, SCOUTS HONOR!
The general manager of Pool Scouts of Huntsville is a veteran who served 24 years in
the United States Army and has been a resident of Huntsville since 2013. Pool Scouts
of Huntsville provides premier service as the first national pool service franchise in the
Tennessee Valley. Pool Scouts is highly visible in Huntsville with their bright red, blue,
and white logo on their company’s vans. All Pool Scouts employees are professionally
identified with their pool scouts’ jackets, polo’s, t-shirts, and hats. Each employee is
trained to ensure that every customer experience is indicative of the company’s motto,
perfect pools, and scouts’ honor.
Pool Scouts is the #1 industry leader in cleaning and equipment maintenance for residential pools and HOA Pools. We provide ongoing, recurring pool cleaning and maintenance to residential pool owners giving them back their precious time to enjoy family
and friends while leaving the hard work to us. The principles of
Pool Scouts as an industry leader are their certifications, quality of
service, advanced technology, text notifications, pre/post service
photos & reports, and the Scout’s Guarantee. Pool Scouts offer
multiple packages that include kick-start services, opening, and
closings, weekly, bi-weekly, and monthly services vital to ensuring
your pool is swim-ready throughout the summer.
The company's owners know that it is essential to be a part of the
community as they are focused on water education and safety within the community. Our technicians are happy to provide pool owners with a basic overview of their pool equipment and upkeep. The
scout’s team is also available to teach classes about water safety
to HOA's, Real Estate Agents, and other organizations to decrease
childhood drowning within Alabama. Our education highlights
that drowning is one of the leading causes of death for children;
over 3,960 fatal unintentional drownings across the United States
annually (Avg. 11 drownings per day). Four-sided barriers around
household pools at your home reduce childhood drowning by 83%.
Already a pillar of the community, Pool Scouts is a member of
the Huntsville Chamber of Commerce, Better Business Bureau,
and Association of the United States Army as a Community Partner. Pool Scouts of Huntsville is concerned about the safety of our
communities. Establishing partnerships with various communityfocused businesses, like the Bartley Bridge LLC that focuses on
providing education and support programs for our youth. From
our professionally trained technicians (Scouts), to best-in-class
technology, Pool Scouts is the solution for all your pool cleaning
and maintenance needs. Visit Pool Scouts of Huntsville at www.
poolscouts.com/huntsville and follow us at www.facebook.com/
poolscoutsofhuntsville to request a quote today.
bestversionmedia.com
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Star Discount Pharmacy 256-650-2335 NABP# 0135055
7900 Bailey Cove Rd SE Suite R Huntsville AL 35802

Get Free Resources and Learn How to Manage Your Pain Safely at

SaferPainManagement.com or call 1-866-SPM-4111
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ART & ENTERTAINMENT
The Magic of Opera
By Kathleen Buckner, Director of Educational Outreach Ars Nova
In the summer before I started high school, I was
in my first opera. Ars Nova was holding auditions
for the chorus, and I was already interested in taking voice lessons there, so I auditioned and (with
a stroke of luck) became a part of the chorus for
The Ballad of Baby Doe by Douglas Moore. The
music was hard, but the people were wonderful,
and I remember the moment I fell in love with opera. If you don’t
know the show or the music, I encourage you to find a recording
of “The Silver Aria” by Beverly Sills, because it is stunning. There
is a point in the opera where there is chaos, and the whole chorus
is on stage and the music is rhythmic and intense. Then, to solve
the cause of the ruckus, Baby Doe sings “The Silver Aria”, and I
was moved to tears every night. It was then that decided I wanted
to move people’s hearts too. I began lessons that fall, and what I
experienced at Ars Nova was truly special. The community was
NO
kind and encouraging, and inclusive.
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ARS NOVA PRESENTS -

A MAGNIFICENT MUSICALE
Featuring Your Favorite Composers
Rodgers & Hammerstein, Leonard Bernstein,
Stephen Sondheim & Andrew Lloyd Weber
Randolph’s Thurber
Arts Center
June 11, 2022 3:00 & 6:00
$25 includes reception
256.883.1105

|

www.arsnovahsv.com

fered, I would not have been as successful at school. Ars Nova offered theory classes and sight singing and ear training classes every
week, which were free to take if you were in lessons. They also
offered various classes over the summer, like an IPA (International
Phonetic Alphabet) class, and various acting and singing camps.
These programs helped me become a better musician, and a better
actor, as well as a better singer. You study all the above in college
and having a foundation in them gave me a head start.
I have been teaching with Ars Nova for almost four years now, and
I am now the Director of Educational Outreach. The pandemic has
changed the way we interact with the world, and I have had time to
think about how to engage with the community to begin conversations about opera and classical music in a way that is accessible to
everyone. If you attended our show in January, I taught the audience how to sing in Russian, and we all had a good time, but I wish
more people could have been there to learn and experience live
music. Opera makes more sense when it’s experienced instead of
heard. I am excited about a program we are developing at Ars Nova
that can be brought into schools, or taught in pre-show lectures, or
posted on the web, which introduces people to opera in a way that
doesn’t involve sitting through an entire opera.
However, it is my belief that everyone deserves to experience the
joy, beauty, and absolute drama of an opera, and Ars Nova is committed to nurturing that love in our community and nurturing a love
of music in our students.
ALABAMA LICENSED HOME BUILDER AND GENERAL CONTRACTOR

www.peachtreeinterior.com
hello@peachtreeinterior.com

256.861.6822

DESIGNING
DREAMS

“We Can Stop A Leak In A Creek”
Roofing | Interiors | Exteriors
A GAF Master Elite Certified Contractor.
"Our dedication to customer satisfaction
has been the key to our success"

1462 Jordan Road Huntsville, AL 35811
(256) 533-1213 • lewisandsonroofing-hsv.com
sales@lewisandsonroofing-hsv.com
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ART & ENTERTAINMENT
Fantasy Playhouse: Spotlight

on the Future

By Emily Rodrick, Megan Nivens-Tannett, Fantasy Playhouse Children’s Theater and Academy
According to Americans for the Arts, students who take four years
of arts score 150 points higher on SAT than students who only take
a half year or less. Low-income students highly engaged in arts are
138% more likely to graduate high school and twice as likely to
graduate college as their peers with no arts education.
Fantasy Playhouse Children’s Theater and Academy (FPCTA),
who’s committed to closing the gap to students’ access to the
arts, has launched a Capital Campaign that will fuel the future of
theatre and arts in our region and they need your help to make
this happen. The non-profit experienced over 400% growth
since 2014, outgrowing their current building on Long Avenue,
in Huntsville. Coupled with FPCTA’s long-term vision of presenting in a venue that is family-focused and fully accessible
inspired FPCTA leadership to take action and announce plans to
build a new home in West Huntsville.
“The impacts we see from our programming create generational
change that better our community and inspire the next generation of leaders to step into the center stage of their lives,” Mockensturm said. “The new Fantasy Playhouse campus will be a
high-profile, accessible arts and culture destination for families,
building on our organization’s legacy and providing the exact
theatre arts education programming opportunities that families
relocating to our area expect for their children.”
The new 5.5 acre campus is complete with a 355 seat theater
with an arts access room for nursing mothers, vocal toddlers, or
sensory sensitive children and fully equipped production support
areas that double as technical theatre teaching classrooms. The
goal is to bring all of FPCTA’s education and live children’s theatre production programming under one roof that will contribute
the best kind of economic development along the Holmes Avenue corridor, which runs parallel north of Governor’s Drive in
West Huntsville. Currently, FPCTA’s main productions are produced at the Von Braun Center Playhouse Theater and summer
camp programming split between the Long Avenue office and
Bob Jones High School.

“The vitality of this project depends on our community’s quick
and intentional giving. I encourage all who have benefited from
FPCTA’s programming through the years to step up and continue
the magic for the next generation,” said Lauren DeLorme, Director
of Capital Giving.
If you would like to donate or more information, visit www.fantasyplayhouse.org/spotlight-campaign
mail questions to: emily.rodrick@fantasyplayhouse.com or megan@flourishconsultingservices.com

“FPCTA’s new building project will be more than a physical expansion. It will expand Fantasy’s impact so more children will
experience live theatre as performers and as audience members.
They will find opportunities to explore a world outside of their
own and consider new possibilities for their own futures. That’s
why the City of Huntsville has committed to support this project,” said Dr. Jennie Robinson, Huntsville City Council Representative for District 3.
Although support has garnered $4 million, impacts from COVID slowed fundraising progress down and supply chain issues
have severely increased construction costs from $9 million to
$16 million. FPCTA is planning to make up the traction over the
next year.
bestversionmedia.com
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RESIDENT FEATURE

Overcoming Challenges
to Find Success,

Mee�

The Starlin
Family

By Kristian Starlin and Family

Photos by Mandi Cook Photography

I

’m going to tell you about our family. Although some
may find us different, we are who we are. My husband and I have been married for almost 15 years. We have
been together for 21 years. We haven’t always had the easiest path, but it was our path. We have struggled throughout
the years both coming from not so great homes. Through
God and a whole lot of faith, we've gotten to where we are.
We have one daughter who is 10. Her name is Kynslee Ann
Grace. This was the first time our faith and trust was solely
in the Lord and learned that prayer is key in life. She is a
born fighter. She has fought to be alive since the day she was
conceived. She was born at 28 weeks and because of that,
she has developmental delays in school, but God has given
us the means to give her a private education and receive
the one-on-one help that she needs. She attends Huntsville
Christian Academy. She’s not a fan of school because it’s
not easy, but I continue to remind her that the things worth
having in life don’t come easy. In her free time she likes to
draw anime and enjoys computer graphics. She is a lot like
her mom. She does not fit in a box and many people don’t
understand her except the ones close to her. My husband is
40 and has lived a life of struggle, but through God and a
lot of prayer he's where he's at today. He is in the process of
opening his own installation business and is very excited to
start his journey.
As for myself, I’ve learned a lot this year. I was asked to talk
about the sports I enjoy but the players meant more to me
than just this sport. Michael Jordan taught me that no matter
how much you fail, take that negative and turn it into a positive. He was cut from his team, but he kept pushing and he
made it to the top. He became the best player in the league.
Dennis Rodman was only understood by Michael Jordan
he knew he messed up by not showing up but MJ understood him. LeBron James taught me that although mistakes
were made, if you keep pushing and you have the longevity, and you show up, you become a G.O.A.T. (Greatest Of
All Time) all on your own. Kobe Bryant, he wasn't scared
of anything. He taught me the most out of the game. He
taught me that no matter how hard life gets or knocks you
down you get back up. You keep pushing. He taught me you
never leave a man behind. I’ll never forget Kobe Bryant. He
became my inspiration. He was the one that taught me you
don’t just give up when you’ve got people believing in you.
I watched him and learned more from him than any other
player. Just when you think it's time to give up, that's when
you go harder. If there's one thing I’ve learned in life that
would be you need a whole lot of God, a lot of faith, and a
lot of love and you can change the world.
Our family may not be for everybody, but no matter what,
we’ve got each other’s backs. Loyal and protective and remember, we treat your family like ours. Thanks for taking a
moment to learn a little bit about us.
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Photo by Lucas Dolengowski/Rocket City Trash Pandas

Andy Schatzley Named Trash

COMMUNITY INTEREST

Pandas' Second Manager

By Aaron Cheris, Director of Media Relations
The Rocket City Trash Pandas, in conjunction with the Los Angeles
Angels, announced the on-field coaching staff for the 2022 season,
led by new Manager Andy Schatzley.
“I think the Trash Pandas are the best-run affiliate in baseball, and
I am honored and beyond excited to get there and get started,”
Schatzley said.
Back for their second season with the Trash Pandas will be Hitting
Coach Kenny Hook and Pitching Coach Michael Wuertz. Making
their Rocket City debuts with Schatzley will be Coach Dann Bilardello, Strength and Conditioning Coach Henry Aleck, and Athletic Trainer Will Whitehead.
“Kenny, Michael and I have worked in spring training and instructional leagues together and I love them,” Schatzley said. “And then
when you throw Dann into that mix, that makes it even better for
us as a group.”
The second manager in Trash Pandas history, Schatzley enters
his third season in the Angels organization after guiding HighA Tri-City in 2021. In his role with the Dust Devils, Schatzley
managed future Trash Pandas standouts such as infielder Brendon Davis, closer Kolton Ingram, as well as starters Cristopher
Molina, Ryan Smith and Davis Daniel. In 2020, Schatzley was
tabbed to manage the Rookie-Level Orem Owlz in his first professional season before the minor league season was cancelled.

Prior to joining the Angels, Schatzley spent eight seasons as an assistant coach at Harding University in Searcy, Arkansas from 201119. In that role, he acted as the Associate Head Coach and recruiting
coordinator while his on-field titles included hitting coach, infield
instructor, and third base coach. In 2019, he helped guide the Bisons to a 34-21 record, the best record during his tenure at Harding.
In 2013, he was the head coach of the Outer Banks Daredevils of
the Coastal Plain League, a summer wood bat league for collegiate
players. He also served as head coach of the El Dorado Broncos of
the Jayhawk League from 2009-10.
Schatzley, 37, came to Harding from Emporia State University in
Emporia, Kansas where he worked as an assistant in 2011. During the 2009-10 seasons, he was a Graduate Assistant at Lubbock
Christian University. He played collegiately at Pratt Community
College (2004-06) in Pratt, Kansas and Lyon College (2006-08)
in Batesville, Arkansas. He earned a master’s degree at Lubbock
Christian University in organizational leadership in 2010.

Photo by YMCA Huntsville

TROOP 400 Providing

Services To The Community
By Akaose Ibeaji Scoutmaster Troop 400

For over 30 years, Troop 400 has worked to provide services via
scouting to the youth of the low-income and public housing communities of Huntsville. Swimming is a scouting activity that our
troop has always felt the most critical. According to the CDC, black
children are 3-4 times more likely to die by drowning compared to
white children. Furthermore, in our troop of 20 scouts, only five of
them were qualified swimmers.
In the past, we have worked with various volunteer coaches and
facilities including the City of Huntsville. However, COVID-19
caused a hard stop on our progress and for a year, we sought a
partner to work within our goal of teaching our scouts how to swim.
I admit I was a little hesitant in approaching the Y. I was always
under the impression it was out of our league and it catered to the
more privileged communities due to their locations in the suburban
parts of the area. What I found was quite the opposite. Not only did
I meet the friendly staff of Bev and Rachel who won our hearts with
their deep understanding of the challenges and disparities our children face, but they also helped us facilitate the grant that eventually
allowed our scouts to learn how to swim FOR FREE!
bestversionmedia.com

This year, none of our scouts is a non-swimmer. While we still have
a way to go getting all our scouts to swim, for the first time, we
encountered none of our scouts who have an aversion for it. All of
them actually enjoy it and during our summer camp, you couldn't
keep them away from the water resulting in a couple of them earning their Swimming Merit Badge!
We are so grateful to Bev, Rachel, and the entire swim staff at the
SE YMCA. We are also grateful to the national body for providing
us the grant to teach our scouts how to swim. We look forward to
continuing working with the Y with our goal to make sure all our
youth (both boys and girls) are proficient swimmers!
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EXPERT CONTRIBUTOR

Feel Better Look Better
at Regenesis
By Dr Charles Lee, Regenesis Stem Cell Center
Here is a Regenesis Surprise! Regenesis Stem Cell Center offers
the latest advances in aesthetics. While orthopedics is the mainstay of bone marrow stem cell and platelet-rich plasma therapies,
they may also be applied to improve our physical appearance. At
Regenesis Stem Cell Center we employ cutting edge technologies
that help our patients to "Feel Better, Look Better." Due to our bioidentical hormone balancing, physician-supervised weight loss,
and orthopedic regenerative stem cell injections for arthritis, our
patients report feeling 15, 20, or more years younger.
To complement our patients' regained vitality, we offer our patients
the latest noninvasive state-of-the-art modalities for skin tightening, wrinkle reduction, evening skin tone, reducing blemishes, including rosacea, and removing unwanted hair with our In-Mode
Laser and Opus Plasma systems. We combine these modalities
with a fantastic line of skincare. In addition, for more challenging
skin issues, we offer fractional CO2 laser resurfacing.
To address hair loss for both men and women we offer the latest
development in hair restoration, Alma's newly launched TED device. TED stands for Trans Epidermal Delivery system. This new
painless ultrasound-driven (TED) trans-epidermal delivery system
is the perfect system for our Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) hair restoration therapy. The combination of TED and Alma's growth factors, PRP, and Hair growth topicals makes Regenesis the leader in
the southeast in hair restoration.
We also offer noninvasive body contouring with our Cartessa Physiq system. Physiq selectively melts fat from the stubborn areas on
your arms, thighs, and abdomen while stimulating muscle contracture to enhance your muscle tone and definition. This device is particularly valuable for those in average shape but with problem areas.
With such individuals, generalized weight loss from dieting may
result in a gaunt, hollow look. To avoid this situation, Physiq produces selective noninvasive weight loss and muscle development.

Roadside Plus
Private . Ground . Transport .
We are a PRIVATE/SHARED GROUND TRANSPORTATION SERVICE

256.970.5044
www.roadsideplusllc.com
P.O. Box 716 Huntsville, Al 35804

SERVICES WE OFFER
✓ Pet Transport
✓ Roadside Assistance
✓ Rideshare

It is painless, even comfortable, and you can partake of IV therapy
while watching or listening to your favorite entertainment.
For more challenging body contouring, we have Mimedix miniliposuction available for those mommy tummies, muffin tops, or
arms and thighs. For outstanding results, we combine mini-liposuction with our Renuvion cold plasma internal skin tightening
device. I remove tummy fat and tighten your abdominal skin from
within! These are quick, minimally invasive procedures done
with IV sedation. You'll love your new swimsuit look.
Of course, Regenesis also offers Allergan products such as Juvaderm Ultra, Volbella, Voluma, and Botox. With these products we
can gradually build up problem areas, so no one knows why you
look so much better. Alternatively, you may want to benefit from
the Regenesis liquid facelift. It is appropriate for up to 10-12 ml
of filler. For liquid lifts greater than that, we offer micronized fat
transfer to the face or even hands using the Mimedix mini liposuction that we can enhance with bone marrow stem cells. This
stem cell enhancement promotes far greater fat engraftment than
a standard fat transfer. We can transfer to the face and hands with
volumes of 50-100ml. In addition, the stem cell enhanced fat graft
offers additional benefits to revitalizing your overlying skin. As a
result, your face will be fuller with younger-looking skin.
Finally, Regenesis offers a comprehensive sexual health evaluation and potentially shock-wave, PRP, or stem cell injections for
men's and women's sexual function enhancement.
At Regenesis we await your call to help you “Feel Better and
Look Better.”
“When It Comes To Basements ALLIED Is All In”
Local And Family Owned Contractor
Customer First Approach
Proven Basement Waterproofing Solutions
Mold Treatment and Removal
Financing Options

256.580.3210
www.AlliedCrawlSpace.com
Alliedcs@yahoo.com
Providing Solutions To The Community Since 2011

Anything . Anytime . Anywhere .

Member NAHB, NARI, Basement Systems Network, Crawlspace Network
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Don’t Let Injuries or Pain
Slow You Down

{

PRECISION SPINE CARE
WITHOUT SURGERY

{

CHARLES LEE, MD
regenesisstemcell.com
(256)715-8193 | 4601 Whitesburg Drive, Suite 103, Huntsville, AL 35802
bestversionmedia.com
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YOUR HEALTH

Back to Basics

By Lisa Philippart, LPC, BCPCC, BC-TMH
Mental Health Awareness Month has been observed in May in the United States since May of
1949, and was started by the Mental Health America (MHA)
organization. The purpose of Mental Health Awareness Month is
to raise awareness and educate the public about mental illnesses,
the realities of living with these conditions, and strategies for attaining mental health and wellness. Additionally, Mental Health
Awareness Month strives to reduce the stigma (negative attitudes and misconceptions) that surrounds mental illness. Mental
Health America’s 2022 theme is “Back to Basics.” The goal is to
provide foundational knowledge about mental health and mental
health conditions, and information about what people can do if
their mental health is a cause for concern.
Mental health includes our emotional, psychological, and social
well-being. It affects how we think, feel, and act. It also helps determine how we handle stress, relate to others, and make choices.
Over the course of your life, if you experience mental health problems, your thinking, mood, and behavior could be affected. Many
factors contribute to mental health problems including biological factors (genes or brain chemistry), life experiences (trauma or
abuse) and family history of mental health problems. Not sure if
you or someone you know is living with mental health problems?
Experiencing one of more of the following feelings or behaviors
can be an early warning sign of a problem:
• Eating or sleeping too much or too little
• Pulling away from people and usual activities
• Having low or no energy
• Feeling numb or like nothing matters
• Having unexplained aches or pains
• Feeling helpless or hopeless

Lisa Philippart LPC LLC

NCC, BCPCC, BC-TMH

Licensed Professional Counselor

LIVING LIFE COUNSELING CENTER
44 Hughes Rd, Suite 1050, Madison, AL 35758
256.326.0909 (Cell)
256.631.7898 (Office)
256.542.3366 (Fax)
urlifematters@hotmail.com or
Lisa.P@livinglifecounselingctr.com
livinglifecounselingctr.com

• Feeling unusually confused, forgetful, on edge, angry, upset,
worried, or scared
• Yelling or fighting with family or friends
• Excess use of alcohol or addictive substances
• Experiencing severe mood swings that cause problems in relationships
• Having persistent thoughts or memories that you can’t get out
of your head
• Hearing voices or seeing things that others don’t hear or see
• Thinking of harming yourself or others
• Inability to perform activities of daily living
Positive mental health allows people to realize their full potential, while coping with the stresses of daily life. A healthy mental
status lets you work productively and make meaningful contributions to your community. If you are looking for ways to improve
or maintain positive mental health, try connecting with others,
and make the effort to stay positive in your attitude and overall
outlook of life. Get physically active and make sure you are getting enough sleep. Make time to volunteer, helping others in the
community. And learn to develop self-care strategies and effective coping skills. Finally, do not hesitate to seek professional help
if you need it.
I invite you or your organization to join me in spreading the word
that mental health is something that everyone should care about,
by going to the Mental Health America website: https://www.
mhanational.org/mental-health-month Once there, you can receive your free "Back to Basics" toolkit materials and conducting
awareness activities.

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: Alabama Counseling Association (ALCA),

American Association of Christian Counselors (AACC), National Board of Certified
Counselors (NBCC) • Chi Sigma Iota (CSI), Active Minds Advisor at Athens State University
Most Major
Insurances Accepted

Online or In-Person
Meetings Available

Only HSP-Therapist
in North Alabama
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Helping With Post Pandemic Depression
By Makalya Melvin, Senior Placement Services

Did you know that mental health awareness
month was originally established in 1949? After World War II the mental health organization
started mental health awareness month in order
to promote education and provide support to
those in need. Now in May of 2022, being informed and considerate of those handling the challenges of poor mental health is
more important than ever.
The pandemic caused many changes. According to a survey
by the American Psychological association, nearly half of the
participants said they felt anxiety about returning to in-person
interaction. These feelings are valid, but not permanent. As a
community, we can take steps to ensure that we are taking care
of ourselves and others.
One part of our community that needs particular focus is our
seniors. Many older adults feel the effects of depression in their
daily lives, but clinical depression is not a normal part of aging.
There are many factors that can lead to depression, but there are
two that I want to bring special attention to: social isolation and
lack of physical activity.

And remember, there should never be any shame or stigma about
your mental health. The best way to combat the trials of depression is open and honest communication with ourselves and with
those around us. As we begin to leave the pandemic behind us, it
is time now to focus on our mental well-being as being equally
important to our physical health.

With the onset of the pandemic, many seniors were forced to
self-isolate in order to protect their own health. This led to a
severe lack of socialization as well as a lack of physical activity
as they were confined to the indoors. These two factors can lead
to an increase in many of the symptoms of depression including
lack of energy, feelings of hopelessness, and lack of interest in
previously enjoyable activities.

ALL SERVICES 100% FREE

Helping seniors
and their
families locate the
best retirement
community
for their needs.

It’s vital that we recognize the causes of depression as well as
the symptoms so that we can provide support to ourselves and
potentially vulnerable members of our community. Here are a
few important steps you can take towards better mindfulness:
1.

Take time for yourself – try not to be overwhelmed returning to a more social world. Remember that it is important to
have balance between your responsibilities and taking care
of yourself.

2.

Know that it’s okay to go slowly – you don’t have to jump
back into your social calendar. Start slow and build up.

3.

Be Kind – practice compassion for yourself and for others who might still be feeling the lingering effects of the
pandemic.

4.

5.

(205) 532-2689

Makayla Melvin, Placement Specialist
www.seniorplacementservicesllc.com
makayla@seniorplacementservicesllc.com

INDEPENDENT LIVING • ASSISTED LIVING • MEMORY CARE

Eliminate Pest Issues in the Safest Way Possible
TERMITES EAT YOUR HOME
PROTECT IT!

Ask Us About Our Termite Treatment.

WE TREAT CARPENTER ANTS
AND CARPENTER BEES

Call on others – ask your family and your friends how they
are feeling and if they need more support. Some people
might not feel comfortable asking for help and need to
know that you are there for them.
Remember to seek professional help when needed – talking
to someone new can provide a fresh perspective on how
you can implement healthier tools to better your everyday
mental health.

bestversionmedia.com

CALL US TODAY
For Your FREE Inspection
www.jandjpestllc.com

Monthly, Quarterly or Even
One-Time Service Available!
BBB ACCREDITED

OWNERS - Jason and Jennie Keith 931.993.7898
jason@jandjpestllc.com jennie@jandjpestllc.com
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Allergy Season in the Tennessee Valley
By Selina Johnson, HAPPI Health
Have you recently noticed a change in the weather and how your
body is responding to it? Have you had any of the following symptoms lately: itchy and watery eyes, runny nose and sneezing? If so,
you may be experiencing seasonal allergies. We are officially in
allergy season which lasts from the months of May through June.
Seasonal allergies are a result of the body reacting to changes in the
environment. Pollen season corresponds with allergy season which
can also be why your seasonal allergies are triggered.
Symptoms to pay attention to are: sneezing, itchy eyes, watery eyes,
congestion, puffy eyes, nasal drip, fatigue and headaches. You can
treat seasonal allergies by oral antihistamines that can be found over
the counter and are used to treat a runny nose, itchy eyes, swelling
and other allergy symptoms. Oral antihistamines are often mixed
with diphenhydramine and chlorpheniramine that may cause you
to become drowsy. Zyrtec and Claritin are brands that offer nondrowsy oral antihistamines. Nasal sprays and eye drops are another
option to treat itchy eyes, runny noses and sinus congestion. Side
effects can include drowsiness. You can purchase nasal sprays over
the counter. “Decongestants are used for quick, temporary relief of
nasal and sinus congestion. They can cause trouble sleeping, headache, increased blood pressure and irritability.” (Mayo Clinic)

SERVICES PROVIDED:
• Primary Care
• Urgent Care
• Women's
Health
• Family
Medicine

DR. KYLE

Phone (appointments):

256.519.3650

www.happihealth.org

813 Franklin St SE, Huntsville, AL
2597 Sparkman Drive NW, Huntsville AL

• Physicals
• Men's Health
• Behavioral
Health
• Pediatric
Care

HAPPI Health is proud
to announce we provide
the COVID VACCINE and
COVID TESTING.
During the Covid-19 pandemic
our offices are offering
TeleHealth Medicine*
visits to our patients.
* Please do note that you must be an established patient
of HAPPI to qualify for Telehealth Medicine visits.

Allergies are not preventable but you can manage them by knowing your triggers. Seasonal allergies can be triggered by various
things but the most common trigger is pollen. Here are some tips
on how to manage your allergies: stay indoors on dry, windy days,
remove clothes and shower immediately once you get home, wear
a mask when mowing the lawn and use a dehumidifier to keep
air clean. Paying attention to your local weather channel to know
when the pollen count will be high is also helpful as well as avoiding outdoor activity in the morning. In the morning the pollen
count is the highest.
When should you go and see an allergist? If your symptoms last
two thirds of the year or year-round it may be time for you to see
an allergist. An allergist can help you know your symptoms and get
to the root of what’s triggering it. Seasonal triggers can include:
smoke, insect bites and stings, chlorine. You may want to discuss
receiving immunotherapy shots with your allergist. These shots are
helpful with gradually introducing your body to your allergen in
hopes of your body building enough immunity so that your body
doesn’t react to the allergen.
WORKS CITED
Nadolpho. (2022, February 9). Seasonal allergies: Causes, symptoms & treatment.
ACAAI Public Website. Retrieved April 8, 2022, from www.acaai.org/allergies/
allergic-conditions/seasonal-allergies
Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research. (2020, April 16). Seasonal allergies: Nip them in the bud. Mayo Clinic. Retrieved April 8, 2022, from
www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/hay-fever/in-depth/seasonal-allergies/
art-20048343
Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research. (2022, March 5). Allergy
medications: Know your options. Mayo Clinic. Retrieved April 8, 2022, from
www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/allergies/in-depth/allergy-medications/
art-20047403
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BritFit, a Holistic View
of Health and Wellness
By Brittni Moreno, Owner BritFit
My name is Brittni Moreno and my story begins with me moving
to Huntsville, Alabama in 1996 with my mother who was serving
in the armed forces. At the time I was the typical child whose focus
did not extend beyond friends, having a good time, and eating what
I wanted. Little did I know that the events that would come in the
following years would help to shape my outlook on life and form
my unique perspective on health and wellness.
During my matriculation in school, I began to develop a strong
passion for education, more specifically elementary education. Because of this, I decide to pursue an elementary education degree
during my undergraduate studies at Brenau University. I believed
that by doing this I could equip myself with the tools that I needed
to become a successful teacher and make a lasting impact on the
students that I would encounter. After accomplishing my degree I
moved back to Huntsville and got the opportunity to exercise my
newly acquired skills in both Madison County schools as well as
Huntsville City Schools for a period of ten years.
As life continued I got married and had my first son, Diesel, who
further broadened my perspective in the most unexpected way.
Like many other mothers, I dealt with a period of post-partum
following his birth that I was completely unaware of until I began
noticing physical changes in my body. I lost a large amount of
weight and experienced depression and random swings of emotion at different extremes. After finally being diagnosed I made
a personal commitment to myself to find a consistent and solid
method of lifestyle to prevent me from ever slipping back into
what I had just experienced.
As I thought about what health meant to me I discovered that it was
so much more than just going to the gym and working out. Yes, it
felt good to achieve the physical result that I was looking for, but
how can I enjoy those results if my mind is in chaos? I decided
that fitness had to be intimately connected to wellness in order to
complete the picture of health. I found that the ergonomics of my

bestversionmedia.com

environment could either boost or lower my mental outlook on the
day and that even the organization of my closet could play a role
in making me want to go to the gym in the pursuit of good fitness.
Enter BritFit. BritFit is the three-dimensional bi-product of my life
experiences thus far. Not only do we focus on our clients' fitness
and physical goals, but we also incorporate health and wellness by
offering nutritional plans, commercial and residential cleaning services as well as a home organization aimed at helping you become
the total you that you were made to be. BritFit also offers many services aimed at wellness for children. To date, we have started a Music and Movement program that has already been implemented in
two Madison County Schools, with more schools on the way. Our
diverse service offerings and holistic view of health make BritFit a
unique company for all of your health, wellness, and fitness goals.

Bringing Overall Well Being
To All Individuals Including Kids
Brittni Moreno
info@britfithwf.com
678-989-7155
www.britfithwf.com
"There are three choices in life: give up,
give in, or GIVE IT ALL YOU'VE GOT!"
- Les Mills
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Hearing Health PART 3
By Anita Giles, MS, CCC-A Audiologist,
Physicians Hearing Center
Take a moment and think about the smell of coffee,
the taste of ice cream, hugging someone, seeing that grandchild
reach for you and hearing the words “I love you.” This process
happens when the sensations of–smell, taste, touch, vision, and
hearing—are gathered and communicated to our brain, making
them meaningful to us. Of all these inputs, hearing impacts our
relationships and interactions more than any other sense. It is a
cognitive task that recognizes, separates, orients, and focuses on
sound to make sense of it. Loss of hearing disrupts the normal
relationship between our ears and brain and can affect our connection with people. Over time our ears gradually pick up fewer
sounds and less sound detail forcing it to guess at what is being said. When the brain receives less information, it is unable to
give us a complete hearing experience. This is what is meant by
hearing loss (HL). Often HL affects only a certain pitch range,
which can make speech unclear even when the volume seems
loud enough. Don’t neglect this important health concern.
Think about how hearing affects your life. Have you ever felt
left out, frustrated, embarrassed, or discouraged when you can’t
understand what is said? Are you missing out on conversations?

Are your family and friends concerned about your hearing? If you
answered yes to any of these questions, have your hearing evaluated by an audiologist. If hearing loss is discovered, a course of
action can be recommended. Fortunately, there are many ways to
help people with hearing loss, including hearing devices. Thanks
to acoustic science and engineering today’s hearing technology is
advanced, discreet and can meet the needs of an active lifestyle.
The digital sound processors within hearing devices are designed
to provide high sound quality without distortion, reduce unwanted
noise, and help you hear conversations. Wearing hearing instruments daily helps connect your brain and ears.
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Communication is a two-way connection. It is important to remember that even the best hearing aid technology does not eliminate the need for good communication skills. When speaking to
someone with hearing loss, it’s important to implement the following strategies:
• Talk face-to-face

• Good lighting improves visual cues
• Limit distance between speakers

• Try not to talk while chewing or eating

• Don’t talk while reading, texting, watching TV or with your
hand on your cheek
• Speak at a natural pace and level

• Take turns talking and don’t interrupt each other
• Try to reduce background noise

• Rephrase a sentence, instead of repeating the same one, if it
isn't understood

Take a minute to think about what it would mean to you and your
family if you could: hear and understand, laugh together, feel part
of the conversation, no longer be embarrassed by misunderstanding
or asking people to repeat themselves and just be engaged in life
again. It’s time to take that next step to better hearing health. Remember it is about relationships, including one with an audiologist
to help personalize hearing solutions for you.

CURATOR OF CUSTOM TRAVEL

"What's on YOUR
"Bucket List"?
MARIANNE WINDHAM - Owner & Travel Advisor
Mobile 256.652.3232
marianne@windhamtravelandleisure.com
www.windhamtravelandleisure.com
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Wellstone Emergency Center
By Karen Petersen, Director Of Development
Imagine you’re sick, and your symptoms flare.
But people around you aren’t familiar with your
condition and have no idea how to respond.
They’re terrified and call the police, who take
you to jail or the Emergency Department. Neither is equipped to handle your type of illness. Eventually your
symptoms subside, and you are discharged or released.
Sadly, your underlying condition has yet to be addressed and treated. Inevitably, your symptoms present again. The cycle continues.
For years, that has been the norm for many individuals experiencing what’s known as a mental health crisis. The process has been
detrimental to those in crisis and puts undue burdens on hospital
ER workers and law enforcement alike. Fortunately, WellStone,
North Alabama’s nonprofit mental health leader, is building the
Tennessee Valley’s first crisis diversion center. The $10 million
construction project is underway on WellStone’s main campus in
South Huntsville.
The 25,000 sq. Ft., state-of-the-art crisis center will be completed this summer, but WellStone Emergency Services, or WES, has
been providing limited crisis services to adults at a temporary
location since last spring. The program’s impact was immediate,
demonstrating the community’s critical need for these services.
“People in a mental health crisis may be experiencing a psychotic break. They may be delusional, with hallucinations or suicidal
ideations, or dealing with substance abuse,” said Jeremy Blair,
WellStone CEO. “At WES, we can stabilize them, diagnose
them, and set them on the road to long-term recovery.”
WES is one of three crisis diversion programs operating across
the state. In November 2020, Governor Kay Ivey announced
WellStone, plus agencies in Mobile and Montgomery, would receive state funding for these centers to bridge a substantial gap
in the state’s continuum of care. Governor Ivey later announced
Birmingham would also receive crisis center support.

While the other organizations are retrofitting existing facilities,
WellStone is building to spec.
“We had land available on our main campus and wanted a design that would create the best environment for our clients,”
added Blair. “The new facility provides a peaceful, calming atmosphere. We don’t want clients to feel like they’re in a hospital
or institution. There will be clinical spaces, a dining hall, activity and group rooms. Clients can stay up to seven days.”
In its first seven months, WES served 150 clients at its temporary, 10-bed facility. Clients who previously wound up in jails or
hospitals during their crises were grateful to finally receive the
mental health care they needed in a setting conducive to healing.
“I’ve spent time in inpatient facilities before, and they’ve been
bad experiences that left me more traumatized than when I
arrived,” said one client, a 24-year-old female with bipolar 1
disorder, psychotic features, depression and four prior suicide
attempts. “But the WES staff cares. They treated me with compassion. The doctors and therapists are a blessing.”
Isn’t that how it should be? People suffering from any medical
condition, whether it affects the body or mind, deserve to be
treated in a positive, peaceful environment by kind, qualified
specialists. Without judgment.
That’s why WellStone clinicians encourage community members to learn as much as they can about mental health, so they
can do their part to eliminate stigma associated with mental illness and substance abuse.
Governor Ivey’s support, along with contributions from Madison County, Huntsville and Madison total $5 million, leaving a
substantial gap.

"Creating An Atmosphere That Fosters Learning
And Happiness Through Expressive Arts"

Jennifer Gregg

Ph.D., LPC, NCC
Registered Play Therapist

Specializing in Children's Anxiety,
Depression, ADHD and Autism Spectrum.
Play Therapy, Adolescent Counseling,
Family Therapy and Parent Support.

WellStone is in the preliminary stages of its “Be the Rock” capital campaign to raise the remaining $5 million. To learn how you
can help WellStone “build a foundation of compassion, connection and community for those in crisis,” contact Karen Petersen,
Director of Development, at karen.petersen@wellstone.com

www.playandgrowcounseling.com * 938-900-7282
108 Howe Avenue Huntsville, AL. 35801
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PET CORNER
Taking Care of Your Doodle
By Kristian Starlin, Owner Oodles of Doodles
I’m going to teach you a little bit about taking care of your doodle. Number one rule is brush and comb them at least every
other day. Grooming needs to start as soon as the rabies shot
is gotten to get them used to the process. Grooming is a part of
their life. If it’s not started young it will seem like punishment
instead of just something they do. The first few initial grooms
include a bath, blowout, cut around the face fee and sanitary
areas. Some people want to get haircuts all over the body while
they’re young but what I’ve come to find is most people are not
pleased with the haircuts when that’s done if it’s even possible
due to behavior most first haircuts happen around six months
old. We waited this long because of the coat change. Doodles
coats will change between six and eight months old. It is imperative during this time that you brush and comb every single day
to prevent matting. This will pull out the puppy coat when you
brush, preventing matting. There are two grooming tools that
owners need to purchase. The first purchase needs to be a slicker
brush. I prefer the Chris Christenson Coral Slicker known as the
Big G. You will also need a greyhound comb. This will allow
you to get all the way to the skin preventing matting that you
may not see. Learn more www.Facebook.com/OodlesofDoodlesandMORE and remember to follow us.

Pictured, Ivan, the Starlin's Doodle

Image by: Mandi Cook Photography

AUNT CONNIE’S

Pet Sitting Service
256-690-7027
Connie Glenn
OWNER

Taking Care of Your
Pets When You Can't
Over 50 years of experience
Aunt Connie Will Care When You’re Not There

“Emergency Care When You Need It The Most”
Trusted Emergency Pet Care Since 1995

EMERGENCY AND CRITICAL PET CARE
We Welcome Animals Of All Varieties
State Of The Art Equipment and Facilities
OUR VETERINARIANS
Danielle Bell DVM- Associate Veterinarian
Kathryn Gaub DVM MPH- Associate Veterinarian
Kaisha Pritchett DVM- Associate Veterinarian
Paula Reisdorff DVM- Associate Veterinarian
Dawn Tucker DVM- Associate Veterinarian

PHONE:

(256) 533-7600
FAX: (256) 519-6402

2112 Memorial Parkway SW
Huntsville, AL 35801
www.animalercriticalcare.com

24 Hours of Care • 7 Days a Week
bestversionmedia.com
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The 2022 Mercedes-Benz EQB –
The GLB Electrified

The Mercedes Benz EQ line of electric vehicles continues to expand with the new EQB.

By Bob Druckman, Publisher South Huntsville Neighbors
With a wheelbase of 111 inches and 23 cubic feet of cargo space,
transporting luggage, groceries and sporting equipment is easy. It
also has an additional third row as two additional seats unfold.
The powertrain on the EQB has two options: a 225 hp EQB 300 and
a 288hp EQB 350. Both are standard all wheel drive as the electric
motor is located on each axle.
Exterior
The EQ specific styling features the black grille panel with the
Mercedes star and bi-or tri-color wheel choices in either blue or
rose gold accents. The LED headlights and taillights were designed
specifically for the EQ vehicles and feature a light band that runs
between them. An AMG Line Package is available as an option.
Interior
The EQB’s cockpit has a set of dual 10.25 inch displays, one for the
instrument panel and one a touchscreen for infotainment. The EQB
has the latest MBUX operating system (Just Say “Hey Mercedes”),
including augmented reality navigation system, Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto.

Technology and Performance
• 420 V lithium-ion battery with 66.5 kWh battery capacity
• 7.5 hours (10 – 100%) charging time, 240V wall box

• 32 minutes (10 – 80%) charging time, DC fast charging 110kW
• 225 hp and 288 lb-ft of torque (300) and 288 hp and 324 lb-ft
of torque (350)

• Navigation with Electric Intelligence factors maximum charging
power and duration of charging stops into route recommendations
• 4MATIC all-wheel drive

• ECO Assist predicatively computes driving to help save energy
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• Mercedes me Charge allows use of numerous charging stations
from various providers

The buyer will get one year of free Mercedes Me Charge which provides access to public charging at a variety of public charging stations.
Safety
Mercedes, as the industry leader in safety, has packed the EQB with
the latest safety features. Blind spot monitoring, emergency braking
assistance and lane keeping assistance are standard and the Driver
Assistance Package is available.
Mercedes-Benz The Best Or Nothing
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